The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First it contains a complete study centering around the singular linear functionals, analyzing certain factor (or quotient) spaces, of the Orlicz spaces. Second, the so-called 'generalized Young's functions' and the associated Orlicz spaces, and their adjoint spaces, are also considered. (Precise definitions will be given later.) The work here is a continuation of [19] and the notation and terminology of that paper will be maintained. However, the theory presented here subsumes [19] , and the exposition is essentially self-contained.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First it contains a complete study centering around the singular linear functionals, analyzing certain factor (or quotient) spaces, of the Orlicz spaces. Second, the so-called 'generalized Young's functions' and the associated Orlicz spaces, and their adjoint spaces, are also considered. (Precise definitions will be given later.) The work here is a continuation of [19] and the notation and terminology of that paper will be maintained. However, the theory presented here subsumes [19] , and the exposition is essentially self-contained.
If Φ and Ψ are complementary Young's functions (cf. Definition 1 below), let L φ and U be the corresponding Orlicz spaces on a (not necessarily finite or even localizable) measure space (Ω, Σ, μ) which has only the (nonrestrictive) finite subset property. This latter means that every set of positive μ-measure has a subset of positive finite μ-measure. Then the representation problem for continuous linear functionals on L φ is to express them as integrals relative to appropriate additive set functions on Σ. In [1] and [19] It is known that {^// Φ Y Φ {0} if Φ is continuous and grows exponentially fast. In Theorem 2 (and hence 3) of [19] it was announced that every x* e (I/)* is of the form x*(f) -\ fdG for a certain additive set function G.
However, the result was proved only for such x* that x*(χ E ) Φ 0 for 554 M. M. RAO at least one χ E e ^// φ , and the case that x* e {^Φ) L was inadvertently left out. Thus Theorems 2 and 3 of [19] must be understood as results on representing absolutely continuous linear functionals on L φ in the sense defined above where Φ is a Young's function. The result is restated precisely in Theorem 1 below for completeness. Moreover, it is shown later (Proposition 2) that (L φ )* admits a direct sum decomposition consisting of the singular and the absolutely continuous elements. Also the generalized (or the extended from the original version of) Young's functions are considered in detail below. This distinction is irrelevant for the elementary theory of Orlicz spaces (such as completeness, etc.), or if the underlying measure μ is finite, but will be relevant for the study of the adjoint spaces and the understanding of their structures when μ is nonfinite. This will be clear from the work of § 3 and § 4 below.
The main contribution of this paper is the complete characterization of (I/)*, the adjoint space of L φ , when both Φ and μ are general. This is achieved by considering, somewhat more generally, the properties of certain factor spaces of L φ which in particular illuminate the structure of singular linear functionals. Also the (L φ )*-space when Φ is a 'generalized Young's function' is considered and characterized. Moreover, the general methods presented here are applicable in analyzing the more general Banach function spaces such as the Kδthe-Toeplitz spaces [12] and their extensions [15] . A brief summary of the results is as follows.
After preliminaries in the next section, representation theorems, extending the work of [1] and [19] , are proved in §3. These results are further extended, when Φ is a generalized Young's function, in § 4. Some miscellaneous results are given in § 5 where the current status of the work, and the representation of the elements of (I/)**, and related problems are discussed.
2* Preliminaries• It is convenient to start with some definitions. The following is essentially the concept introduced in [24] . (cf. [27] and [13] .) DEFINITION 1 . A symmetric convex function Φ defined on the line with 0(0) = 0 is said to be a Young's function if it is either discontinuous, i.e., Φ(x) is continuous for 0 ^ | x | ^ x u Φ(x) = co for \x\ > x 19 or, if continuous satisfies Φ(t) > 0 for t > 0. A function Ψ is said to be (Young's) complementary function to Φ and is defined by ( 
2.1)
Ψ(x) = sup {| x I y -Φ(y): y^O}, -co < x < M .
It is seen that ¥(•) is a symmetric convex function on the line LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON ORLICZ SPACES: GENERAL THEORY 555
with Ψ(0) = 0, but if Ψ is continuous it may fail to be a Young's function in the above sense. However it can be described by DEFINITION 2. A symmetric continuous convex function Φ, with 0(0) = 0, defined on the line is said to be a generalized Young's function, if Φ(x) = 0, for 0 <Ξ x <S α, for some finite positive number a.
Note that a discontinuous generalized Young's function and the discontinuous (ordinary) Young's function are the same. (However, the trivial Φ, taking only 0 and +°°, will be excluded.) Thus the complementary Young's function can be a generalized Young's function (as simple examples show). Clearly (2.1) implies the Young's inequality
There is equality if and only if either 
Then \\ \\ φ and N φ ( ) are norm functionals and they define the same topology for L φ in the sense that
With these norms L φ becomes a Banach (or B-) space. The proofs of these results may be found in ( [13] , [15] , [26] , or [27] means that / is any member of the class to which it belongs.] All the results of this paper are valid for complex functions also.
In general the inequalities in (2.5) cannot be improved, as seen So for any ε > 0, there is an n ε such that n ;> n ε implies (2.7)
JΩ
Thus lim n^k% ^ (1 + ε)~\ Since ε > 0 is arbitrary \im n^oo k n ^ 1, so there exists a subsequence, which is again denoted by {k n } itself for convenience, such that in (2. one can conclude that \ Φ(f)dμ = 1. Thus, the convexity of Φ, and
Since ε is arbitrary one has from (2.8) the inequality (2.9) oo > lim k n ^ 1 + lim k n ^ 2 which is impossible. This shows that / = 0, a.e. must be true, completing the proof.
REMARKS. 1* This lemma says that, unless Φ or Ψ is discontinuous, the inequalities in (2.5) The statements (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences of the facts about factor spaces in general J5-spaces ( [6] , p. 72; [22] , p. 105). These properties clarify the structure of (Λ?*) 1 .
Because of (ii) of the lemma, (^ΦY and {^4^ΦY can and will be identified below, if there is no confusion. It will follow from results (Propositions 2, 3) in the next sections (after the introduction of some new concepts), that (L*)* admits a direct sum decomposition into complementary subspaces one of which is {^t φ ) L . The first part of the above lemma for the particular space ^ί^φ can be specialized as follows, and this is useful later. 
φ ). Thus both ^! and q γ belong to p. Consequently p = q. It follows that ' ^' is a partial ordering in ^//" φ . In a similar manner it can be easily checked that for /, g in Λ^φ,fef,geg, if h = sup (/, #) and ti = h + ^J?
φ , then f ^ h and £ ^ fe and Λ e ^/" φ . It therefore follows that t^^φ is also a vector lattice under this ordering with h = sup (/, g) = f V g. Since under the norm (2.10), the map λ is continuous (Lemma 3) it is trivial to note that the 'sup' and 'inf (defined similarly and denoted V and Λ) operations in Λ^φ are continuous so that it is actually a Banach lattice. These and certain other lattice properties are summarized in the following. 
In fact, if zf and zf are any two positive elements of (Λ"* φ )*, then (2.13) Proof. The equality between the first three quantities of (2. With this, the proof of all the equalities of (2.12) is similar to that given in ( [22] , p. 396), for the space of continuous functions with compact support, with simple modifications. The needed modifications will be indicated by proving (2.13) here.
Since || z? + z 2 * || ^ || z? || + || 2 2 * || is always true for any sf, zξ in From the arbitrariness of ε, the desired inequality is obtained from the above. This proves (2.13), and the lemma follows as indicated.
REMARK.
1. The equation (2.13) implies (Λ^φ)* is an abstract L-space in the sense of Kakutani [10] , and (even only with (2.12) {^ί^ΦT is an abstract Banach lattice, in the sense of ( [3] , p. 98)). Hence, from the general properties of such lattices, 
is positive in the usual order of ZΛ In fact, the order in ^/^φ was motivated by this fact and avoids the cumbersome references to {^/f φ ) L at every stage. Here it may be mentioned that this point of view extends naturally for spaces of set functions and others as well. Mr. J. J. Uhl, Jr., has recently exploited this point successfully in his thesis [23] , and proved several results on Orlicz spaces of finitely additive set functions. class of real additive set functions on Σ, vanishing on μ-null sets, and satisfying the conditions: (i) (a) if the complementary function Ψ of Φ is not purely discontinuous, then G on Σ u the ring of sets of finite /^-measure in 2, is not identically zero and (b) if Ψ is purely discontinuous, then G is defined on all of 2, (ϋ) ||G|U < co where (3 1} fClFW I Φ (G, E) = sup Σ n-^j^T and where the supremum is taken relative to all finite disjoint collections of sets {Ei} c Σi Π E, if Ψ is not purely discontinuous and replace Σj_ by Σ otherwise in the last inclusion; and
REMARK. It may be noted that if Ψ is purely discontinuous with 0 < x 0 < x ι < co in its definition (i.e., Ψ(x) = 0 for 0 < x <S x 0 , x 0 > 0 for x 0 <S x ^ x u and = co for x > xj then from the relationship between Φ, Ψ it follows that x Q \x\ ^ Φ(x) ^ x 1 \ x |, for all x (see, e.g. [13] , p. 11), and conversely. Thus in the above definition any reference to Ψ may be suppressed, if so desired, using the fulfilment (or otherwise) of the above inequality. It should be remarked that in [15] , [17] , and [26] Φ' was taken to be left continuous whereas in this paper and in [13] it is right continuous.
For 
LH =^
Since /is arbitrary, this implies ||| G\\\ Φ ^ 2 = 2 || G \\ Φ . This completes the proof of (3.3). REMARK. In view of the above lemma hereafter the prime on A φ (μ) can and will be dropped. Also if x 0 -x λ = 1 then it can be seen that, in (3.4), a = β -y -1 and there is equality throughout.
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The inequalities (3.3) may be refined in many cases. This can be seen after proving the following Σ u A n c A n+l1 such that liπw I Φ (G, A n ) = / # (G). If # = UϊU A n , then it follows easily that I Φ (G, E) = / Φ (G) < oo, Ee Sφ), and I Φ (G, JS7' ) = 0 where E r = Ω -E (cf. also [19] , p. 80). This means G = G E , as was to be proved. [An alternate proof can be given using ( [16] , Theorem 7.1).]
In view of the preceding lemma the following result is of interest as it improves upon (3.3).
COROLLARY. If Ge A φ {μ) is countably additive (in particular if the complementary function Ψ of Φ is continuous) then
Proof. If G is countably additive, and since it vanishes on /*-null sets, it follows that, by a generalized Radon-Nikodym theorem (cf. [16] , p. 336), there exists a quasi-function g* (i.e., one which is consistently equal to a measurable function on sets of finite μ-measure) such that G(E) = \ g*dμ, EeΣ, and then by ( This completes the proof of (3.5).
In terms of the work of this paper, the main result of [19] ([6] , IV. 9.11) λ 0 can be isometrically mapped onto a regular countably additive bounded (by k \\f\\ Φ \\ G\\ Ψ = cή set function λ 0 which satisfies the inequality | λ o (Si) | ^ a < <», where S t is the image of Ω under the map. Using the isometry again one concludes that I X 0 (Ω) I ^α< oo, so that (3.6) defines a bounded linear functional on not only ^φ, but on L φ itself. (The details of the compressed argument here may also be found in [19] , pp. 88-89.) Then (3.7) follows from the definition of the norms involved. The last statement now is a consequence of Lemmas 7 and 8.
Conversely if x* e (^φ)*, then G(E) = x*(χ E ), % E e ^T φ , shows that G is an additive real set function vanishing on μ-null sets, and This implies, since {E i }czΣ i is arbitrary, || G || r i* 11 x* \\ < °°. So GeAψ(μ), and by the result of the first paragraph, (3.6) and (3.7) hold for this G. Uniqueness being evident, the essential details of the proof of the theorem are completed.
REMARK. The last part is again the same as in [19] . But it should be noted that the employment of the two (equivalent) norms in (3.1) and (3.2) makes the proof rather transparant in contrast to using only (3.1) all the time.
As a consequence of the above result one has the following. PROPOSITION which are Banach lattices (so (2.13') also holds), was obtained by Kakutani in [10] . This result will be quoted here as it enables a better understanding of the structure of THEOREM On the other hand, the result of Lemma 6 is well-known if «_χ//" φ is replaced by L°°. This 'suggests' that the abstract (L)-space (Λ^ΦY is equivalent to some subspace of ba(Ω, Σ, μ), the J3-space of bounded additive set functions on Σ and vanishing on μ-null sets with total variation as norm. This is indeed the case and the first step in this direction can be obtained as follows.
If fe^φ, let f E stand for the coset f E + ^4^φ, and if z* e (_Λ/"T, let z% be defined by z%(f) = z*(Λ),/e^φ. With this notation one has . Now recalling the fact that the set of purely finitely additive set functions in ba(Ω, Σ, μ) is a closed linear subspace, it follows from the inequality | v -v \ (Ω) < ε that v is also purely finitely additive.
The proof of (3.8) will be postponed until the end of the proof of Theorem 3 below.
REMARKS. v(•),£(•) and / 0 of the above proof (and also /of (3.8)) have the following noteworthy properties, (for convenience / will be written for f Q and v for v; and this will be exact when (3. such that
JΩ
property: the support of y(i.e., the sets Efor which \v\ (E) > 0) lies in the support of h e L φ -^// φ (set theoretic difference). If μ(Ω) < oo, then the support of h itself has arbitrarily small /^-measure. This last observation is useful in the analysis of the structure of singular linear functional on general Banach function spaces, ( [12] , [14] , [15] ).
It may be noted that, from Lemma 6, every element x* of the abstract (L)-space {^" Φ Y can be given an integral representation of the abstract Radon-Stieltjes type (cf. [10] , Th. 6). However, in such a representation the particular ^/ >φ itself is ignored, and consequently a different procedure is necessary. For this, first Λ^φ will be mapped isometrically into a subspace of L°° and then an integral (see below) of such functions relative to the measure v( ) of Lemma 9 can be defined. The idea here is to 'associate' a more convenient abstract (M)-space with _yf^φ so that by ([11], Th. 15) the abstract (L)-space {^ί^φY is determined. This construction will now be carried out.
Let Og/6^ and
Since by definition of '<£' in <yK φ there exists a ge^φ with / -g ;> 0, a.e., (and /-gef) it can be assumed that /> 0, a.e. since β > 0 is the only nontrivial case. Let π ~ (E u , E n ) be a partition of Ω (i.e. a finite disjoint collection of sets in Σ whose union is Ω). Set f E = fχ E , as before and let , μ) , consider the sum Σ?-i aM^i)-As the partitions are refined it is seen that these sums form a (bounded) monotone sequence of numbers and they converge to a limit which is denoted by \ fdv.
If Λ = Σ?=i
a ilΈ i relative to a partition π, then f π e L°° and f π = 0 if and only if /G^^Φ. Moreover, ||/*||o = max (α^) = d(f), so that the map / -> f π is an isometry of ^// φ onto a subspace of L°°. Let x* be the functional defined by (3.11) x*(f) =\fdv,
JΩ
Then one can show (with arguments similar to, e.g., [21] , Chapitre VI; [22] , p. 405) that x* is well-defined and is linear. This is clear in v, but the linearity in / needs some computation. In fact the following is true. If f x and f 2 have disjoint supports (letting /' = f x + f 2 in the definition of d(-) and the integral) it is seen that ^(/i+/ 2 ) = α*(Λ) + α*(A). If Λ,/ 2 are such that 0 < f x ^ / 2 then, since α(/i) # *(/ 2 ) and f x lf 2 eL°°, one proceeds as follows. The computation may be found in ( [21] , [1] ). The procedure of ( [21] , p. 187) gives the additivity on using the existence of the limit in (3.11). Following [1] , an alternate procedure can and will be given because of its interest. Even here, however, the existence of the limit in (3.11) will be implicitly used.
Since the bounded function f x /f 2 can be approximated by step functions (cf. [6] , p.296), for any ε > 0, let f ε = Σ? =1^χ7 ,.,^ ^ 0, and Ei disjoint in Σ, such that 0 ^ (fjf 2 Hence x*(f x ) + α*(/ 2 ) -s*(.Λ + / 2 ) for 0 < /, ^ / 2 . If Λ,/ 2 ^ 0 so that 0 ^ /i e/i are arbitrary, one extends the above case by splitting Ω into {f x <^ / 2 j and its complement and then applying the preceding case. This completes the proof of (i) and of the lemma.
REMARK. Since by (2.11) every element of (^/// φ )* can be decomposed into its positive and negative parts, and a similar result holds for the elements of ,yγ'" φ which is a vector lattice, (3.11) can be extended to all elements of {^K φ )* and all / of ,yK φ by taking an appropriate linear combination (of four terms) of the integrals in the usual manner. This general case (integral) will be denoted by the same symbol as in (3.11) .
Motivated by the result of Lemma 9 and following remarks, the Proof. With each #*e(^~φ)*, by Lemma 9 and the following remark, there exists a veB Ψ (μ) satisfying (3.13). For this proof it may and will be assumed x* Ξ> 0 so that v ^ 0. Then with this v let the functional defined by (3.11) be £*, i.e., £*(/) = ( fdv,x* ^ 0. It is claimed that x* = x*. For, by definition of (3.11),
Hence x* ^ x*. But the above inequality and Lemma 10 imply
So \\x* \\ -|| Z* || and an application of (2.13) to x* -x* ^ 0 yields || x* -a* II = || £* || -|| x* || = 0. Thus ^* -ίc* and the proof is complete in one direction. 
It follows that z* -z%, so that
This completes the proof of (3.8).
REMARK. (3.13) can also be proved as follows. By the definition of the integral in (3.11), or (3.12), x* represents a linear functional on a closed subspace of L°° corresponding to Λ"*\ by the normpreserving correspondence/->/!. But then by known results about L°°, it follows that ||$*|| = \v\ (.(?). (In this case, however, the argument of the proof of the theorem should be given in establishing the equation (3.8) .)
Before the general representation of the elements of (L φ )*, an auxiliary result will be proved. As a consequence one will note the useful fact that (L φ )* admits of a decomposition into complementary subspaces (cf., [3] , p. 120). One of them may be identified with PROPOSITION Proof. Let Σ^czΣ be the ring of sets of finite //-measure as before. If EeΣ u let x*{χ E ) = G{E). Then by the second half of the proof of Theorem 1, GeA ¥ (μ).
So as in that proof one can define
Then y* e (L φ )* and is absolutely continuous.
JO
Letting z* = x* -y*, one notes that z* e (^Φ) L , and #* = y* + z* is a decomposition of the required type.
To prove uniqueness, let x* -y* + z* be another such decomposi- [||| | IU ί s given by (3.2) .] Combining all the preceding results (Z/)* can be characterized completely, and the result is given in the following. THEOREM Proof. By Theorem 3 (and Lemmas 3, 9, and 10) if α;*e(^/ φ ) (2.4) was needed in determining (3.8) and (3.9) which are invoked here. However, all the hypothesis will be used for the converse. Let (3.19) hold. If x* = x* + xt is the decomposition of Proposition 2, then using the fact that xf e {^Φ) L it follows that (3.19) implies and G x is countably additive, so when the hypothesis ((i) and (ii)) holds one has x*(f) = \ fgdμ for a unique JΩ gel/, (cf. [16] , p. 336, and also [19] , Th. 4). Moreover, as in the proof of (3.5), sup{|a? 1 *(/)|:||/|| #^l } = iSΓ r (ίjf). This together with (3.20) and (2.3) yields || g \\ r = N Ψ (g). But Φ and Ψ are continuous, so by Lemma 1 of this paper it follows that 0 = 0, a.e. Hence x* -xt, and the proof is complete.
4* Orlicz spaces with generalized Young's functions* In this section the characterization of (Z/)*, with Φ as a generalized Young's function, extending some results of the preceding section will be considered. The reasons for separating these results from those of § 3 are: in most applications it is the Young's functions (instead of the generalized ones) that appear and moreover the subtleties of the theory are presented there (the whole work of [13] considers only continuous Young's pairs), and the combination would have complicated many of the statements. Note that most of the lemmas of § 2 hold for generalized Young's functions also, and they will be used below. by (4.1) and (3.2) . Since by definition it also follows easily that the norms of the set functions G and its variation |G| ( = G + + G~, the positive and negative parts) are equal, the G may also be assumed in (4.6) to be positive. Then x*(f n ) ^ xf(f n+1 ) g a. If (4.7)
\ n (E)=\f % dG, EeΣ,
